What We Heard - Whiteboard 2
Town of Black Diamond Downtown Area Redevelopment Plan Virutal Workshop - January 26th , 2022
The following is a summary of the discussions during the virtual workshop on January 26th, 2022. The content below is the verbatim feedback collected on Whiteboard 1 that has been synthesized and sorted into a variety of key themes. We recognize that there may be overlap between the three different
themed discussions and some stickies may also belong in multiple theme categories. Following this session, our next step in the project is to synthesize your feedback further and develop a consolidated list of common themes for further consideration.

Breakout Room Discussion #1 Role and Function of Downtown
Concerns re: 4 lane highway

Twinning the highway
could be a big issue
with parking
Due to covid, there has been an
increase of travel through black
diamond. The extra traffic likes to
often avoid highways, they often
go through residential streets.
Theres risk of pedestrain
incidents, as they speed. Theres
a populationof deer as well. The
roads are gravel as well, which
creates alot of dust. How will this
be managed going forward?

Twinning
DONT WANT:
highways will be
4-lane highway
a death
widening by AT.
sentence - ie
Keep 2-lanes
parking will be
character
non-existent

Twinning will
remove
parking big
issue, not
good

Strongly resist the
push to make it a 4
lane highway

Gather population
support to
advocate against 4
lane widening

Remove
some current
industrial
traffic out of
downtown

Core
businesses
Urging a
bypass as
opposed to a
twinning of
downtown

Balance between
increased traffic (good for
some business) and
safety/ small town feel

With growth,
there will be
more traffic so
we need to be
mindful of that

Noise and
ambiance
ruined by 4
lanes of
traffic

would be
more of a
attraction
without the 4
lane highway

Attract tourists while also support locals

downtown
for both
locals and
tourists

What else can we do
like the Lions Club
skating rink?

two groups of people, those driving
through and those wanting to stay
and visit

What kind of attraction do we want to
drive through
can we put in place to be a tourist
vs. stop and
draw people in? Movie destination
shop
town?
theater, mini putt...

Public art spaces
would be nice

how to make people
want to stop in black
diamond? make it
more attractive to
tourism and locals

Lobby the
government. Have a
plan for businesses.

Heart of the
community

We will see
population
growth with
people moving
to smaller towns

Downtown
gardens and
planters are
adding
vibrancy

BD sells tourism
and old time
thought process
Downtown is the
draw

Preserve the
downtown, it
is the draw.

Lovely place to
live. Downtown
will always
serve its core
purpose it has
currently

Creation of a
downtown
plaza

Meeting
spaces small town
feel

Shopping and dining

lack of
community
gathering.

not family
outdoor
driven, uneating areas
used space.

No big space for
gathering

better park
space.
Regarding community
gathering spaces:
There seems to be a
lack of a large space
where people can go
meet in the
downtown.

Draws
people in

Downtown is an
area for business
but also an area
where community
members gather

Great place
to socialize
and meet
with friends

Uniqueness - look and feel of Downtown
Want historical
charm of the town
plus development
should be on the
periphery as
opposed to within
the downtown core

Some spaces not
being used properly

Creating
A place for youth rec center, mini
More
localized hubs
to gather (bike
opportunities
golf, attractions
path, walk to dog
in downtown
we could have park, entrance to or something to
for people to
draw people in
would be great
the river)
gather

Easy access
for visitors
and local
residents

Balance
types of
amenities
that are
available

Tourism can be great
but we need to create Residents need services,
not just tourist stops and
other opportunities
shops. If residents can't
with it. Ideally an ecofind what they need here
tourism (green opps, they won't shop here. Big
agriculture). Make an box shops can be helpful
experimental aspect
for that.
with tourism

More recreation
amenities for
gathering for
wide range of
age groups

Downtown facilitates
shopping

Attract locals but also serve
tourists
How can this be made
possible?
What is the identity of
downtown BD?

Protecting
Balance between
Balance
downtown
small town feeling
between local
character. It is
and little shops
shops and big
with drawing
the unique
box shops to
people here to
nature that
sustain them
sustain vitality attracts tourists

Concern of 4 lane highway
taking away community
gathering space and retail
space on sidewalks

People like
coming here

Gaps in services and amentities Downtown - what is missing?

Downtown
needs to
maintain its
current use

Meeting place for people
within small town. People like
to stop and visit for long
visits, great for peoples'
mental health.

current
Where does
downtown
events are well Turner Valley
fit in the
received and
more would be
DARP?
beneficial

Consideration
Green space, Town Square
of adding more walkways, open
- gathering
tables where spaces (place to
for events to
gather &
people can go
connect
connect)
sit/enjoy lunch

transparent downtown,
dont notice downtown for
what it is

Parking lots - great place
for "meeting places"
festivals, gatherings like Olympic Plaza on a
smaller scale.
Specifically Town Office
and greenspace beside
it

Experience the feel of the
community and its history.
Seems welcoming
compared to other small
towns

Feel the
energy

Downtown strip is a
cultural strip rather than a
redevelopment strip

Building upon
Some really
existing
unique historical
community and area and then
character feel of some patches of
modern
buildings

Has to do
with
historical feel

fear of losing
Leave the
unique beauty
centre core
of downtown
as
is
and public art.

Protecting
downtown
"old west", historic
aspect- if we could character. It is
keep that going, it
the unique
is a draw
nature that
attracts tourists

Facilitate
Mom and
Pop shops

DQ the design of the
building is fitting with
the boomtown look.
Signage may detract
from the old style
architecture look

Storefront
Preserving the History gives
enhancement
the community
historical
program identity
aspects
facelifts

Historic,
nostalgic,
authentic

Community The original
Unique
has very aspect of our place, cool
bright future
town
little town

Totally unique
in all of
Alberta- no
other place
like it

Careful growth - support local businesses in DT through
strategic planning of larger commercial elsewhere

Realtor looking to
attract
development into
other areas of the
town as opposed
to downtown

Flexible
leases,
promote
smaller
businesses

A lot of small
businesses
that aren't
franchises

Lots by the
More locally
hospital is
owned
ideal for new
businesses
development

Growth is
In asking
Going to end up
customers how required, need with commercial
they came to BD to do it properly development not
- estimate 80%
and effectively in keeping with
our image and
are daytrippers and at the right
old time feel
or
price

Welcoming new
business/development

We are open for
business but
good business
(not cookie
cutter, box
businesses)

Challenges with pedestrian connectivity and movement

People like wide sidewalks,
walkability. People don't want
to lose sidewalk space with
road expansion from both
social and business
perspectives. Businesses use
sidewalks as part of
operations to put out tables
and chairs.

DQ I wish it was
up by Rona. I
was sad when I
saw a chain like
that on the main
street
More local shops
encouraging
people to move
around
downtown
With all this downtown
development, will big box
stores be a factor in
consideration? - In order to
keep the small down flavor, in
canmore a bylaw was drafted
to keep big box stores out, to
keep the charatcher and
protect the merchant so they
wouldnt have to compete.

Small businesses
not surviving
hurts the small
town feeling
Concern for what
types of businesses
would be permitted
in Downtown - can
certain (red light??)
be prohibited or
relocated?

walkability,
sidewalks
that end

walking
systems dont
tie in well to
DT

Strolling and some way to
bypass for
going
those who are Accessible
downtown is just passing
enjoyable
through

Emphasis
should be on
2 wheels and
2 feet and not
4 wheels

Big
sidewalks

Utilize existing
businesses. the character
Small "mom & pop" shops
of the downtown core is
stay in the downtown core,
important so we shouldnt
place larger businesses in
redevelop and start again,
a separate location but consider usitilzing
strategic zoning
current existing spaces to
make them more efficient

Make sure
there is a
sensitivity to
neighbouring
residents

Historical

Protecting
parking lanes to
maintain
comfortable feel
for pedestrian
users

Difficulty walking due
More walking
to high traffic/better
space to enjoy
sidewalks
the downtown
vibrancy

Potential to have the area
pedestrian only at certain
times?

Connecting
the main
streets

walkways

Sidewalk
safety for
pedestrians

Emphasis on connectivity
of sidewalks from schools
so young pedestrians are
able to walk easier and
safer

Transfer
connection
between
town

Main path
through town
on the
highway

We have one of the
biggest crosswalks kids to go to and from
school and bike
paths. We need this
to be safe.

if no parking on
main street - will
kill downtown
core - important
for population to
have access

BD has some tourist appeal
(similar to canmore etc.) but
parking is a issue

Have a feeling that
alot of this will
depend on the
parking, as the
highway will widen.
What will happen to
the parking?

Facilitate
parking for
patrons of
businesses

May need to
dedicate
additional
parking
space

parking east of
liquor store does
not service
downtown well

Positive - parking
behind DT buildings.
Off Street parking

, provides convenience for
senior citizens to walk to
stores/shops locally.

Encourage small
business with
variety and
within walking
distance

Safety for
children and
families using
the area

Parking considerations

Local employment opportunities

Consideration of residential and commercial

Unnamed area

Need parking
in or around
main street

Provides employment for
locals,

A lot of jobs
for youth in
town

Collectively, there is quite
a bit of employment down
on the main streets

There is a desire for more
employment opportunities
but for locals to open the
businesses.

Phase out
residential,
focus on
building
downtown

Multi-commercial/
residential
development - mixed
use development

mixed
commercial
and
residential

Breakout Room Discussion #2 Movement
Bypass around Town -opportunities and constraints
Park and walk
Limit the amount of
traffic that comes
through town...

tradeoffs - bypass or 4
lanes going through
town? What are the
effects?

Consider safety for all modes (pedestrian, cyclists etc.)

Towns like Golden have
major roads going around
them rather than directly
through them to allow them
to be a destination.

worried about
Need a friendly
the bypass in
divert heavy
bypass - possibility
way to move
terms of taking of creating a ghost traffic and large
traffic away from down. associated trucks away from
traffic (i.e a
business trade offs
downtown
business
bypass)
potential
In the past businesses have
talked about the possibility of
building Black Diamond a
destination for art and
culture. Desire to build a ring
road rather than 4 lane
highway to maintain small
town feel.

Possibility of
rerouting (south)
highway around
the Town

We could
Is there the
Is a bypass bad for BD?
lose a lot of
potential to
Where can we look to
business and have large
see what the before and
trucks by-pass
traffic
if
there
after effects are?
around DT?
is a bypass

Businesses
need the
flow through
traffic

The seperation
between
vehicles passing
through and
those want to
come into BD DT

Creating a by-pass
for large trucks while
keeping small cars
coming through
downtown

Through
traffic turnoff

Is biking a safe
alternative for
younger families and
children?
bike path
away from
the highway

Safetymanaging
speed limits
within town

Accessibility:
Look at future
needs to be a priority
planning for walking
Improving back (of
and biking that is
business) access as well
safe for everyone
- Beautification of back
(education, signage, alleys (bike accessibility,
dining)
way finding)

Could a bike lane be
added when they
widen the road?

can kids still
bike will it
still be safe?

Crossing the centre ave
can be dauting. A lot of
motor cars dont stop. High
visible LED crosswalks
would be nice as they put
more emphasis on the
mortorists to stop, giving
the pedestrians more
visibility.

Maintain safe
sidewalks

Safety around
Safety for foot
Safety of
Friendship
crossing roads traffic, seniors,
Trail to
especially from
bicycles,
maintain it's
Friendship Trail
children
attraction

Bicycles vs.
Foot traffic
safety as
well

divert trafic
around "a
downtown
ring road",

Any safety concerns if we
remove parking to allow for
wider sidewalks? Some kind
of barrier could be required
but it would be great if they
were attractive barriers.

Accomodate and provide opportunities for all modes of transport

Considertation of more
bike racks to encourage
more cycling. Difficult
though because the
sidewalks are narrow
which makes it hard to
use the bikes, as they
cant bike on the
highway.

Bike paths
through
downtown? Is
there a way we
can connect bike
paths?

Safe place for
cyclists to ride
through
downtown

Cycling
paths
through
downtown

We have bike packers/
road cyclists who
come from Calgary
(and surrounding
areas) and we could
be more
accommodating to
them

Are there other modes
of transportations that
we can possibly look
at? Walking over
parking? Offering
different services such
as deliveries to avoid
conjestion.

currently not a Pocket gardens
lot of biking, allowing parking
area and
connecting
facilitating
trails would be
movement
good

Bike path could go
around the
downtown. Create
designated place for
cyclists and eases
congestion. We have
pocket gardens that
cyclists could use.

1 Walking 2
driving 3
bike in that
order

cars and
Have to get off
Important to
Safe place for Residents Drive
pedestrians
bike to cross
have a strong
cyclists to ride
and walk to
vision (cyclists? dont mix well.
highway at
bank,
postoffice,
through
pedestrians?
pedestrian
canmore is a
grocer,
etc.
downtown
traffic)
lights
good model.

Should be a set of
lights on 3rd Ave
by AG Foods.
Crazy intersection
particularly in
summer for drivers

"Scoot through You don't really
Black Diamond" cycle on the
electric scooter
main street. you
rentals or bike
go around the
sharing
downtown
opportunities

Safety with
logging
trucks

Encourage foottraffic, but there
are no
transportation
options or
diversity of choice

Connection
Cycling:
between senior
pathways on
housing and
outer portions of
downtown to
town are good improve their
downtown areas access to services.
not so safe
Safety still priority

bike racks

Improvements for enhanced pedestrian experience

Walking and Bike racks
biking trails for parking
are
and locking
beneficial
bikes
Connection
Bike racks to between two
facilitate bike sides of town
(turner valley
parking
and BD)

The ability to
walk from
home to
downtown is
awesome

The continuity of quality in
the walking paths and
sidewalks is very dramatic.
Some paths are delightful
and some are in disrepair
and not useable by all

The state of
our roads is
appalling

Planting
trees
downtown.

Connecting trail from
Tim Hortons without
using the main road

Best way to
get around
downtown?
walking is
easiest

There is a disconnect
between pedestrians, they
don't seem to understand
that downtown is an "L"
shape. Major opportunity on
Government for
development.

Picnic tables and
Trees create a
shelters on side
people friendly streets to make it
space for people more walkable
and people
(shade, shelter)
friendly

More room to
gather and make it
more pedestrian
friendly

Plant more trees,
partner for funding
- keeping sidewalks
wide/clear

Huge import on sidewalks
and pedestrian access moreso than vehicular
improvements
Climate change
considerations for future
decisions

Connection to
Community
garden- so much the friendship
we can do to
trail trail west
increase curb
from/to
appeal
downtown

Beautification
Thinking of
programs or
adding more
benches, giving
contests
pedestrians
- Bloomin
places to rest
Boxes

Crowsnest Pass
has good
connectivity and
maps that outline
the paths.

Could we do
more as a
municipality to
create better
paths?

Making space
between
Towns more
vibrant

***Stop
spending
money on
pathways**

Need more
trees in the
Pedestrian experience
downtown
core

Currently the
The building
South side of Centre
downtown isn't bad.
setbacks are pretty Wide sidewalks should
Ave has very nice,
But sidewalks need
close to the road,
wide sidewalk
be kept for gathering
to be repaired.
and tables for
Retailers can use this
whihc makes the
People are falling
businesses
space for products
sidewalks
pretty
due to them being and tables and chairs
narrow.
uneven.

When you are
downtown in the
summer and get the
lemonade from
Marv's there is
nowhere to enjoy
that. Lack of benches

Could we get rid of parking
on main street to allow even
wider sidewalks to add trees,
decoration, places to sit, etc.
?

Widen
downtown
sidewalks,
parking there
also,

Consider and ensure accessibility
Balance
accessibility
with lighting
with seeing
the night sky

Customers use the
front entrance during
business hours.
Without the ability to
stop, people wouldn't
be able to pack their
bags and go a
distance

Demographics
need to be
considered for
mobility with
ramps, lights
etc.

Mobility
Wheelchairs... Are
needs to be
sidewalks going to be
use friendly
accessible?
for all ages
Increasing
industrial
traffic will
reduce
accessibility

Seniors and
people with
different abilities
need parking
close to
buildings

Parking that we have
is not well organized.
What can we do to
make it better?

existing
parking is
not well
organized

Improving grading/slopes
access to businesses to
make it more accessible

Ally excess is not appropriate for
the businesses we currently have in
BD. Front door access should be a
priority.

Provide better
signage for small
businesses that
are not easily
seen

BD is walkable
but not if you're
disabled

Advertise parking
better

Trail sign when
you come into
town and in
parking lots
showing where
pathways connect

Decals on
roadway to
differentiate
bike paths

Parking availability and condition

Perhaps a
wayfinding
signage for trails
and walkways
would be a good
idea

Sufficient parking for now
but may not be in the
future

Intersection at Gov
and Centre (lights)
vehicles will pull up
and ask pedestrian
how to get back to
highway

Is there any
problem with
deliveries in
alley ways?

There are two
parking lots
already and
they are not
being used

Parking

Seniors and
people with
Contradictions
Compromise
different abilities
parking with bike
on parking
need parking
path
availability
close to
buildings

See parking lots Way finding
Add more town
Better signage
Lanes and
maps throughout
for parking lots signage at traffic as you drive by, signage for
signage needs
town which include
lights need some
to direct
visitors
to
walking paths and
to be before
work and
tourists on
direct people include distance
parking
lots
and
clarification
where to park
and times
to attractions
more of it

canmore
mainly drive if example, large
parking lot with
i can find a
parking spot easy downtown
accessibility

Connection
accessibility for
Accessibility,
between senior
wheelchairs.
buildings need
housing and
what will happen
downtown to
to be accessible
when parking is
improve their
- assistance
moved off the
access to services.
program
street?
Safety still priority

When people think of downtown,
they thing of the main business
core, when in reality its much larger.
The business core has really good
walkability right now but it doesnt
flow well. Alot of it comes down to
the sidewalk, a lot of people use
scooters such as the elderly. It is
important that they habe access to
businesses

Consideration of signage (wayfinding,
parking, maps, businesses etc.)

Parking, Banff
offers free parking
(further away) and
paid parking
downtown
Downtown parking
here is insufficient.

It's challenging
Campers
to obtain
RVs getting
parking- we
lost in North
need more
Government
signage

Roads are so badly
maintained and snow
removal is poor.
Makes walking very
difficult especially for
disabled

Parking is available behind
buildings, but there are many
potholes which have resulted
in it being under utilized. It
isn't clear that there is
parking available behind
buildings.

current
conditions of
parking lots are
not good, gravel,
potholes etc.

Concerns:
Parking

Consideration
of a small
parkade

Those trailers being
pulled off the residntial
streets make it hard to
see ahead. Parking
need tto be considered
for all vehicles, buit
particularly large
vehicles.

Town
Canmore is a good
parking lot
model - perhaps we
isn't pretty should look into it for
park and walk
for lingering

Accessibility

Rear parking
seasonally
giving people
parking
more options becomes a
off-street
bigger issue
parking

Parking for
people who
have a range
of abilities
(ex. seniors)

Parking is
readily
available

Centralized area
for garbage and
waste collection
in back ally

Dedicated
pickup spot for
businesses
(loading spot)

One of the ideal solutions
would be a new parking lot
by the bridge. For large
vehicles or people popping
in, more parking would be
nice. Maybe utilizing some
of the extra gravel space
behind the businesses to
add them would be good to
consider.

parallel
parking
spots not
ideal

Concerns re: 4 lane highway

Create a destination that
people want to come to. 4
lane highway will ruin small
town feel. How can we
maintain small town feel with
these changes?

Concern that there is no
space for a 4 lane highway,
sidewalks would not be wide
enough.

Management of traffic
Traffic calming
measures along
the connection
between the two
centers.
improving safety

Pedestrian
Comfort/Safety
Connectivity
Goods Movement
Parking
Availability

Widening the highway could mainly walking
when possible.
be an issue for those that live hard to imagine
here and walk. Perhaps
4 lanes
cutting off north BD from the
downtown
south

Traffic calming so that
families and big groups
(school groups) can move
safely

Invemere has a a traffic
calming measure where they
bump out the sidewalk to
make a tiny patio- this
encourages people to stay in
the downtown. But with 4
lanes of traffic, I don't know
how we can accomplish that.

Sustainability - climate change

Noise
pollution

If we could have EV
charging stations..

The main
Curb extensions
Involving
Deliveries in alley
streetlight in
as traffic calming
some type of
between 1st street
measure
and
the downtown
and Gov't road
one
way
(ex.
incorporating
gets
went smoothly
Kimberly
BC)
plants
congested

Split Lanes Turning lanes
(one way to allow flow
traffic)
of traffic

Wider sidewalks are
great in downtown.
Concern is they will
disappear with
twinning of
downtown highway

. Maybe directional
travel to reduce
conjestion at 3rd street
so traffics coming in one
way and existing the
other. People coming in
that one post office by
the corner creates a big
mess.

a second
Kimberley, B.C. Reducing industrial
traffice light by
one vehicle
traffic to improve
traffic, some
the grocery
pedestrian/bicycle
parking, keeps
store/post
safety
small town feel
office

New parking lot?
Remains to be
seen in summer
usage

Think outside the
box, considering
"no-traffic" areas
as an example for
improving nonvehicular access

transition
between
residential and
downtown

electric
vehicle
charging
stations

Not losing these
opportunities to
industrial transport

Support green
businesses or start ups
that are interested in
being more
environmentally aware,
interest in nature

Remove AT
knob
(constricting
traffic flow)

electric
vehicle
charging
stations

Honor
environmental
impact on the
planet

Expanding on
Individual nature
our ecosystem
needs to be
and connecting
maintained
people to our
(esthetic, a
town through
model)
outdoor activity

Show our
Leadership
sustainability
role in
net zero
community
businesses as
role models sustainability

Like to see a transition
between downtown and
residential. Traffic circles?
Narrowing of roadway.
Break up the residential
from commercial

Supporting
sustainable
businesses

Signalling to visitors and
residents what are the
values of the Town i.e.
Sustainability
When we have a
conversation about
transportation is it really
about transportation

Thinking of what kind of businesses are put
around downtown, what kind of uses are
being grouped together. Some may require a
few people in and out, while some may be
longer. Some businesses may not belong in
downtown, and would do just as well a little
further ways out

Breakout Room Discussion #3 Business Vitality
Bypass around Town -opportunities and constraints

What does a bypass
look like? What is
comparable?

"If you build it they will come"
We need to direct traffic
around town to maintain
small town feel and attract
visitors. 4 lane highway could
ruin this feeling.

Need a strong
More events
(parade) to draw framework for
allowing new
people to the
community and businesses to
our own
avoid the "piece
residents
meal" approach

Downtown should be a destination

close enough
to calgary to
be a
attraction on
it own

Festival

What about highway 22 Visitors love
going through and using
that cowboy
Turner Valley as part of
stuff
the destination?

Winter events
that attracts
people into
Town.

Outdoor amenities

A bigger campground could
encourage visitors to come
near town and then go for ice
cream or food after in town.

Outdoor
aspect, we
have a huge
natural
playground

Open outdoor
markets are
Parks to attract people
popular in the
to the downtown
summer. More
of that

Would like to
steer away
from
concrete

Establishing
events will
encourage
spending at
other
businesses

A few more
restaurants
and diversity
in restaurants

Business
diversity is
needed for a
viable
economy

It seems like we have a lack of say
over the duplication of the types of
businesses. Downtown businesses
should be retail for the most part, can
we encourage the types as businesses
so the smae types of businesses arent
being created over and over again?

Attracting a variety
of businesses so
that residents do all
their shopping
needs in town

Variety of
needed:
taxi,
laundromat

Businesses need support in
attracting people to Black
Diamond Downtown - more
events in downtown core to
help support the
businesses
Creating festivals
and events that
draws visitors and
celebrates the
uniqueness of BD

Utilize empty lots in
downtown as festival
grounds (sculpture
gardens)

Diversity of services

Having/encouraging
variety to make town
unique ie gallery and
smaller restaurants

Education for
Cohesion
help out business Showcasing
small
and support
owners to ensure different small
businesses
to
longevity and
businesses to
to
help with
success
promote them
sustainability businesses

still possible to
grab tourist
attraction with
advertising and
HWY 22

Businesses are doing Attracting
a lot of the heavy people to BD
lifting to attract
during
customers
winter

Support and commitment to local business to ensure
longevity and vitality (i.e., education, tools, partnerships, etc.)

better use of
backroads
(allys) to
become
attraction areas

Vitality:

Give the business
solid plan and
Increase
owners some help. What Want to see opportunities commitment in
place for
can be done to help
the vibrancy for the Town to
support small
business
those that are starting a
come out
businesses
owners
new business?
Supporting small,
local businesses

Healthy
businesses have
Residential/Business to be supportive
combination (mixed- to some standard
use) (ie. living
of ethics
upstairs)

People seeking local
opportunities & small
town feel
Chamber of
Commerce
or
BizConnect
- more
networking

Workshops
for business
owners by
the Town(s)

We should try to be
Partnerships i.e.
different and
educate the public Little Black Dress
on healthy
fashion show at
business
Rona
development

Giving small businesses a boost (town
working hard to draw business, especially in
the winter months)

Tap in to
what we've
already got

Maintain and encourage small town, cowboy, historic feel

Enjoy the historic
Older historical
aspect of downtown
storefronts. What
and that we are
support do owners
encouraging the
have to maintain
western look with new
integrity of buildings. businesses coming to
Heritage buildings town (ex. Dairy Queen,
funding?
Tim Hortons)

It's still the
Wild Wild
West
sometimes
Update
exteriors,
support that
municipally?
We need to
create
standards

Rodeo,
cowboy
lifestyle

If
we
could
be
We want to
a little tiny
support people
and jobs but this
Banff main
is an opportunity street type
to be unique
town

Adding warmth to
downtown

We need to
form our
identity

Height
restrictions,
keeping old
town vibe
Enjoy the new
business coming in,
brings new jobs and
the building design
meets our historic
feel

Historic of
this town is
maintained

Look to town of Kimberly as
an example of what Black
Diamond could work toward.

Seasonal
More
Make sure
challenges of advertising of neighbourhood
downtown:
voices are
downtown
heard
businesses

Incentives
Incentives for
independent
businesses to
come to Town
and reduce
turnover
Town could come up
with a green initiative
grant for business
owners to encourage
LEED buildings or eco
friendly buildings/
business

Tax breaks
tax
incentives
incentivize development
of mom&pop businesses
Accessible lease &
market space for these
businesses

Flexible regulations
Jumping
through red
tape to start
a business

Allow businesses in
homes (Elma
Street), heritage
homes with unique
businesses

Follow model from Okotoks
by allowing previous
residential to be converted to
commercial.

Less red
tape for
businesses

Unnamed area

Business
license fees fee for
service

Administratively easy
to work with

Can chase
Town has been great
Regulatory
development
to work with
requirements
out of town
are not
(welcoming,
with
flexible
accomodating)
requirements

Additional /improved options for families/younger population

family
orientated
business as
a attraction.

Opportunity for
growth in a family/
community way

More flexible spaces
for families and adults.
Mini putt and pool/
bowling and
swimming.

Black Diamond lacks
younger peopleaffordable housing would
be great for businesses in
the area

Parking (reduction of requirements, more parking lots etc.)

Businesses rely on the foot
As much as the mixed use traffic that comes in. You can
concept is enticing, we also only do so much up that with
have to consider parking for
limited parking. Theres
Canmore model - large
Consideration of reducing the
those, as the poeple living
parking space south of the
parking requirement.
parking lots behind stores,
businesses, that could be
upstairs need parking.
Counter argument - i
mall-like feel on main streets.
used as parking space.
Whos gonna be using that
Although that is private
parking when things get
property, mayebe the town
busy?
can negotiate.

Removing
parking
requirement
for
businesses

Serve the needs of community and tourists

Bluerock is a go-to for
locals and visitors
alike. What they offer
we could feed off that

add enough
development and
attractions to keep
tourists from just
driving past even
with a HWY/bypass

Second hand
facilities for
stores we
have too
both locals
many, it's
and visitors
overkill
Go big or go home. We are
unique, we are a small
town. Take Bluerock and
build on it

Support and showcase the arts

Artisan group
in our region.
Promote the
arts and
artisans

Glass blowing place. Julia
Reimer and Tyler Rock at
Firebrand

Music and
Bruno
musicians
Canadien has
nothing on the
his own studio
main drag to
downtown
promote that
Business
licensing for
artists, creative
writers
-Canmore
example

Showcase
our
community's
artists

Artists, skills, attract those
people.

Mix of uses (residential and commercial)

Combined with
residential lease
space - housing near
small businesses
Stability for building
owners with mixed
use (residential &
businesses)

Reduced crime rates
in mixed use
development areas
The mixed use space
(commercial and residential) is
supported- but we need go
about this flexible density with
caution. We want to embrace a
strong vision with good
regulations rather than flexible
regulations.

Mixed
Town supporting/promoting
development
businesses (Town helping
with store fronts
market businesses) - has an
and residences
important role to play in this
in same building

Flexible spaces - multiple businesses in one space

Flexible spaces in between
Buildings that have
Charging stations for
buildings for pop up
electric vehicles could make multiple businesses under
businesses or markets
Black Diamond stand out.
one roof
seasonally

Supporting small,
local businesses
Residential/Business
combination (mixeduse) (ie. living
upstairs)

Space that's
available for rent
cheaper to
support
businesses that
are starting up

flexible use space
that allows
temporary
businesses to move
in and create activity

